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Abstract—Some high level algorithmic steps require more than
one statement to implement, but are not large enough to be
a method on their own. Specifically, many algorithmic steps
(e.g., count, compare pairs of elements, find the maximum) are
implemented as loop structures, which lack the higher level
abstraction of the action being performed, and can negatively
affect both human readers and automatic tools. Additionally, in
a study of 14,317 projects, we found that less than 20% of loops
are documented to help readers.
In this paper, we present a novel automatic approach to
identify the high level action implemented by a given loop.
We leverage the available, large source of high-quality open
source projects to mine loop characteristics and develop an
action identification model. We use the model and feature vectors
extracted from loop code to automatically identify the high level
actions implemented by loops. We have evaluated the accuracy of
the loop action identification and coverage of the model over 7159
open source programs. The results show great promise for this
approach to automatically insert internal comments and provide
additional higher level naming for loop actions to be used by
tools such as code search.
Index Terms—abstraction, mining code patterns, documentation generation

I. I NTRODUCTION
A method typically consists of multiple high-level algorithmic steps, where an algorithmic step is too small to
be a single method, but requires more than one statement
to implement. For example, a code block may “initialize a
collection” or “set up a GUI” or “find the maximum in a
collection.” When internal comments are present, they often
describe the actions of these intermediary steps of the method.
Unfortunately, descriptive internal comments are rare [1], [2].
In addition, often, neither the method name nor the names in
each individual statement capture the main algorithmic steps
in a given method.
Thus, information at levels of abstraction between the
individual statement and the whole method is not leveraged
by current source code analyses, primarily because that information is not easily available beyond any internal comments describing the code blocks implementing them. Instead,
current source code analyses driving software maintenance
tools today treat methods as either a single unit or a set of
individual statements or words. For instance, most existing
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concern location (or search) tools treat a method as a “bag
of words” [3], i.e., a method is viewed as one document
during information retrieval. Some documentation generators
for method summaries process methods as a set of individual
statements and then select a subset of statements for which to
generate a method summary [4]. Others use methods as a “bag
of words” and select a subset of words for the summary [5].
We define an action unit as a code block that consists of
a sequence of consecutive statements that logically implement
a high level action. The notion of an action unit grew out
of the notion of high level actions defined and automatically
identified by Sridhara et al. [6] for generating summary
comments for methods. While they identified code fragments
that implement high level algorithmic steps by using structural
and linguistic information, the technique is limited in the kinds
of action units it will identify, mostly based on a manually
established set of templates for known multi-statement actions
such as a loop construct for compute max. For example, the
evaluation study indicated that only 24% of switch blocks,
40% of if-else blocks, and 15% of iterator loops implemented
one of the templates. While it provides a good starting point,
a more general, extensible approach is needed.
In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of defining a
model of action unit stereotypes without manually creating
templates, and then use our action identification model to
automatically identify action units in projects. Our key insight
is to leverage today’s available large source of high-quality,
open source software projects. We mine patterns of code
blocks that we call stereotypes of action units (and their common characteristics) typically implemented at the statementsequence granularity.
We start with identifying action units that are implemented
by loop structures. Loops are a major part of source code,
and many algorithmic steps (e.g., count, compare pairs of elements, find the maximum) are implemented as loop structures,
which lack the higher level abstraction of the actual action
being performed, affecting both human readers and automatic
tools. Furthermore, our study of 14,317 projects revealed that
internal comments on loops occur less than 20% of the time.
Specifically, to demonstrate feasibility, we focus on loops
that contain exactly one conditional statement; we call these
structures a loop-if structure. Although this may seem very
specific, we found that 26% of loop nests in each Java

project that we analyzed are loop-if. From 14,317 open source
projects extracted from GitHub [7], we counted 674,800 code
fragments with this structure, indicating that each project has
on average 48 such code structures. With this restricted syntax,
we were able to characterize many different action units based
on their syntax, word usage, data flow, and other properties of
source code as described in this paper. We found that more
general syntactic forms for characterizing action units do not
lead to mining single actions, but rather implementing multiple
actions.
Overview. Our goal in this paper is to describe the actions
performed by a large set of loops. Our hypothesis is that we
can automatically identify a few characteristics of a loop that
taken together can be used to group loops that perform the
same high level action. Consider the following loop which is
extracted from an open source project:
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
I_CmsWidget w i d g e t = ( I_CmsWidget ) i . n e x t ( ) ;
i f ( ( w i d g e t i n s t a n c e o f C m s C a l e n d a r W i d g e t ) && ! ( w i d g e t
instanceof CmsSerialDateWidget ) ) {
hasCalendarIncludes =true ;
break ;
} }

The loop’s high level action is to check if there is a certain
type of element within a collection. We believe such loops can
be characterized by (i) an if statement that checks if elements
in a collection satisfy a condition and (ii) by breaking the
control flow when such an element is found. The presence or
absence of such characteristics of a loop can be captured as
feature-value pairs.
Hence, a loop can be represented by a set or sequence of
feature values. We call these loop feature vectors. The feature
values are stated in terms of structural and data flow elements
and linguistic characteristics of the loop. Our hypothesis is that
a single feature vector represents many different loops, all of
which perform the same action, i.e., form a loop stereotype.
The bulk of our work has focused on developing a model
that can associate actions with loops based on their loop
feature vectors. We call this the action identification model.
Given the action identification model, the action for any loopif in a project can be determined by the process illustrated
in Figure 1. The source code representation of the loop-if is
analyzed to extract its representative feature vector. The action
identification model is then referenced to determine the high
level action associated with the loop’s feature vector.
Loop Source Code
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Fig. 1: Action Identification Process

Contributions. The main contributions of the paper include:
• a novel automatic technique to identify the high level actions implemented by Java loops based on their structure,
data flow and linguistic characteristics,
• demonstration of the feasibility of characterizing loops
in terms of certain data flow, structural, and linguistic
features learned from a large corpus of open source code.
In our model development, this enabled clustering of
various loop structures that perform the same action.
• the notion that the actual high level action verb to
associate with loop stereotypes can be determined from
developers’ internal comments on loops and that the
distribution of the verbs can be used to cluster the loops
into groups that perform similar actions, and
• evaluation results from human judgment studies that
indicate strong positive overall opinion of our approach’s
effectiveness in automatically identifying high level actions for these loop structures.
Automatic identification of the high level actions implemented by code segments such as loop-if has several potential applications. Beyond an approach to generating internal
comments for loop structures, tools that rely on the words in
the source code and comments for analysis will benefit when
the high level action words do not already appear in the loop
code (e.g., search tools, comment generator tools). Another
application is to help blind programmers grasp a quick high
level view of code segments that otherwise are tedious and
difficult to understand [8].
II. C HARACTERIZING L OOPS AS F EATURE V ECTORS
In this section, we describe the features we will extract from
a loop and their potential values. We begin with terminology
that we use throughout the description.
A. Targeted Loops and Terminology
In this paper, our target is a Java loop that uses any one of
the loop formats in Java: for, enhanced-for, while or do-while.
We require that these loops have a single if-statement that
is also the last lexical statement within the loop body. Such
restrictions enable us to focus on identification of a single
action. Currently, we also do not consider any nested loops. We
call such a loop a loop-if. We collected all loops from 14,317
open source projects [7] and obtained almost 1.3 million loops.
An automatic analysis of these loops revealed that 26% of
them fit our loop-if criteria. In the rest of this paper, we use
loop and loop-if interchangeably to describe features and the
model development process.
We analyzed a large number of loop-ifs and identified all of
the available features that can possibly determine the action
of a loop, such as structure, data flow, and names. We use the
following terminology to describe the features that are used to
determine the loop actions.
• If condition. The if condition refers to the conditional
expression in the if statement of the loop. Typically, the if
condition in a loop-if is executed to examine each element
of a collection for the condition in the if.

Loop exit statement. Loop exit statements transfer control to another point in the code by exiting when control
reaches the loop exit statement, such as a break or
return. Since they affect the number of iterations that
are executed, we are interested in the existence of the
branching statements "break", "return", and “throw” in
characterizing loop-ifs.
• Ending statement of if block. Since the last statement
inside a loop-if is an if, the last executed statement of
the loop is the last statement of either the then or else
block of the if statement. We are interested in the last
statement on the branch that is most frequently executed,
thus we approximate this as the then block unless the if
condition is the null case, in which case, we will identify
the last statement of the else block as the ending statement
of the if block. Sometimes the last executed statement
of the loop is a branching statement (break, return or
throw). In this case, the ending statement is designated
to be the statement immediately preceding the branching
statement. For the remainder of the paper, we use ending
statement to refer to the ending statement of the if block.
• Loop control variable. The loop condition determines
the maximum number of iterations that will be executed.
In while, do, and for loops, the loop control variable is
the variable defined in the loop condition. For enhancedfor loops, the loop control variable is each element in a
given collection.
• Result variable. The intent of the result variable is to
capture the resulting value of the loop’s action (if one
exists). We look for the result variable in the ending
statement. If the ending statement is an assignment, the
result variable is the left-hand-side variable. If the ending
statement is an object method invocation, it is the object
that invokes the method.
Figure 2 shows an example loop annotated to demonstrate
the terminologies used throughout the paper.
•

Loop Control Variable

for (int i=0; i < cands.size(); i++) {
Candidate cand=cands.get(i);
if (cand.label.equals(gold.toString())) {
goldCand=cand;
If Condition
break;
}
Ending Statement of If Block
}
Result Variable

Loop Exit Statement

Fig. 2: Example of terminology
B. Features
We present the features of loop-ifs separated into features
related to ending statements and features related to the if
condition. Table I details the potential values for each feature.

1) Features related to Ending Statement: Sridhara et al.
[4] observed that methods often perform a set of actions to
accomplish a final action, which is the main purpose of the
method. Similarly, in our analysis, the ending statement also
plays an important role toward indicating the action of a loop.
We have identified five loop features that are related to the
ending statement.
F1: Type of ending statement. The syntactic type of
ending statement can be a strong indicator of what the overall
loop does. We distinguish several types of ending statements
for this purpose: assignment, increment, decrement, method
invocation, or object method invocation. Further, we separately
distinguish assignments that are boolean assignments. The
type of ending statement is important in the perspective
of determining actions. For example, an increment ending
statement is a strong indicator of counting.
F2: Method name of ending statement method call.
When the ending statement is a method invocation, the verbs
comprising the method name often reflect the loop’s actions.
An eye-tracking study conducted by Rodeghero et al. [9]
indicated that method invocations are heavily read when a
developer wants to understand and summarize code. Two loops
are not likely to do the same high level action if one has add
method and the other has remove method at the end.
We process all loop-ifs to extract the method names in
ending method calls. We use Java method naming conventions
to extract verbs by splitting with camel case and extracting the
first word. Although many verbs are found in method names
of ending statements from our data set, Table I only shows
verbs eventually used in our action identification model.
F3: Elements in collection get updated. Consider the
following example:
for ( Virt ualDi skDes cType vDiskDesc : d i s k s ) {
i f ( d i s k F i l e I d . e q u a l s I g n o r e C a s e ( vDiskDesc . g e t F i l e R e f ( ) ) )
{
vDiskDesc . s e t C a p a c i t y ( S t r i n g . valueOf ( b u n d l e F i l e S i z e ) ) ;
}}

The set method is invoked on qualified elements in the
collection disks, which is the loop control variable of the
loop. Since the result variable is the loop control variable,
the method is invoked on every element that satisfies the
criteria. But if the result variable is not the loop control
variable, that is not the case. So this feature has the potential to
differentiate between different actions. We set F3=1, when the
result variable is the loop control variable; otherwise, F3=0.
F4: Usage of loop control variable in ending statement.
Normally, we expect the loop control variable to appear in
the ending statement, as the loop goes through a collection
and uses elements in some way. We have already considered
whether the loop control variable is the result variable or
not (F3). Here we consider whether it is directly used or
some variable derived from it is used in the ending statement.
We also consider if it never appears in the ending statement.
Therefore, we set F4=0, when the loop control variable never
appears in the ending statement; F4=1, when the loop control
variable is directly used in the ending statement; F4=2, when

TABLE I: Semantics of Feature Values
Label

Feature

F1

Type of ending statement

F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Method name of ending statement method call
Elements in collection get updated
Usage of loop control variable in ending statement
Type of loop exit statement
Multiple collections in if condition
Result variable used in if condition
Type of if condition

Possible Values and Their Semantics
0: none 1: assignment 2:increment 3:decrement 4:method invocation
5:object method invocation 6: boolean assignment
0:none 1:add 2:addX 3:put 4:setX 5:remove
0: false 1: true
0: not used 1:directly used 2:used indirectly through data flow
0:none 1:break 2:return 3:return boolean 4:return object 5:throw
0: false 1: true
0: false 1: true
1: >/</>=/<= 2: others

the loop control variable is on a def-use chain to a use in the
ending statement.
F5: Type of loop exit statement. It is important to know
whether there is a control flow disruption (i.e., all elements in
the collection are considered or not). For example, in a find
action, there has to be a disruption of the loop. In addition, the
type of disruption might be related to different actions and we
want to know the type. Intuitively, a return of boolean indicates
the loop checks if there is any element in the collection that
satisfied the condition, while a return of an object indicates
finding the first qualified element in the collection. So values
for F5 are none, break, return, return boolean, return object,
and throw.
2) Features related to the if Condition: We consider three
features that are related to the if condition. We examine
whether multiple collections are compared in the if condition,
the role of result variable in the If condition, and the type of
if condition expression.
F6: Multiple collections in if condition. This feature
is a boolean that indicates whether multiple collections are
compared in the if condition. We believe loops that manipulate
multiple collections are likely to accomplish very different
actions than those that manipulate only one. We set F6=1
if there are two synchronized collections in the if condition;
otherwise, F6=0.
F7: Result variable used in if condition. Within the if
statement, the result variable will be updated. So determining
whether the result variable is part of the if condition is
equivalent to determining whether the current value of the
result variable needs updating. For example, in finding the
maximum or minimum, the current value determines whether
it needs to be updated. We set F7=1, if the result variable
appears in the if condition; Otherwise, we set F7=0.
F8: Type of if condition. This feature indicates the type
of if condition. The if condition can be a numeric value
comparison (e.g., "<" and ">"), or a user-defined method
that returns a boolean value. For example, a numeric value
comparison combined with the feature that the result variable
is used in the if condition is a strong indicator of finding the
maximum/minimum element in a collection.
3) Other Considered Features: We started with loop control
variable, result variable, if condition, and ending statement,
and considered their various usages as different features. Many
features turned out to be not helpful in determining high level

actions. This determination is based on the empirical method
we use for developing the action identification model. We just
described those that are useful; however, many others (such
as the type of loop, whether the if statement contains any
else blocks, whether the loop control variable appears in the
if condition, and the number of statements in the if block) are
omitted from the above description.
C. From Loop to Feature Vector: An Example
A feature vector for a given loop-if is constructed by
extracting the features F1 through F8 from the loop’s source
code representation using simple static analysis. The feature
vector for the example code fragment in Figure 2 is:
(F1:1, F2:0, F3:0, F4:2, F5:1, F6:0, F7:0, F8:2)
F1 indicates that the ending statement is an assignment. F2
indicates there is no method name from an ending method
call. F3 indicates that not every element in the collection is
updated. F4 indicates that the loop control variable is on the
def-use chain to a use in the ending statement. F5 indicates
that the type of loop exit statement is a break. F6 indicates that
there is only one collection in if condition. F7 indicates that
the result variable is not used in the if condition. F8 indicates
that the type of the if condition is not numeric comparison.
III. D EVELOPING AN ACTION I DENTIFICATION M ODEL
Our goal is to identify the action of a loop from its
feature vector representation. More than one feature vector can
correspond to the same action. Some of the features may be
relevant to a specific action, while others may not be relevant
to the same action. Therefore, our goal is to determine the
combinations of features that are relevant to a specific high
level action and to find the groups of vectors that perform the
same actions.
To characterize the high level action performed by a specific
feature vector, we could examine several loops corresponding
to that loop feature vector that have comments associated
with them. If these comments describe what the loop code
is accomplishing, we can analyze the action descriptions in
these comments, and associate them with the feature vector.
Thus, our first task was to automatically find loops for
each feature vector that have descriptive comments associated
with them. We call these comment-loop associations. As
is known from natural language processing, we found that
the verbs in the comments are not sufficient to characterize

the actions. Verb phrases with the same verb can describe
different actions based on their arguments. Furthermore, verb
phrases with different verbs can describe the same action.
For example, an action of "finding" is often described by
verbs "search", "check", etc. While verbs alone from these
descriptive comments are not enough, our further analysis
revealed that the distribution of verbs can be a good indicator
of the action of a specific loop feature vector.
Our hypothesis is that while different verbs may be used in
comments to describe the action of loops with the same loop
feature vector, the verbs associated with a loop feature vector
are related to each other and can not be any arbitrary subset
(of verbs). This hypothesis yields a new opportunity. The
distribution of verbs associated with individual loop feature
vectors can be the basis of clustering loop feature vectors
that perform similar actions. Different sets of verbs associated
with a pair of loop feature vectors clearly indicate that the
actions performed by the pair are very different. For example,
some vectors have associated comment verbs "check", "find",
"search", "look", "try", "return", "get", "see", while some have
verbs "remove", "filter", "clean", "check", "clear", "prune",
"delete". Clearly, they perform different actions. However, two
loop feature vectors may just correspond to two different ways
of programming the same action, and in this case, we should
expect a similar distribution of verbs associated with them.
Thus, we cluster loop feature vectors by the distribution of
verbs. Indeed, for our data set, we found that the top 100 most
frequently occurring loop feature vectors cluster into just 12
groups on this basis.
However, it is desirable to use a phrase to capture the action
rather than using the associated set of verbs. While every step
thus far is completely automated, choosing the representative
verb phrase to describe the 12 groups was done manually using
the procedure described in Section III-E. To summarize, our
approach to developing the action identification model follows
the process illustrated in Figure 3.
Open Source Project Repository

Extract Comment-loop Associations

Extract Verbs from Comments
Compute Verb Distributions for Vectors

Cluster Vectors Based on Verb Distribution

Select Representative Action for Each Cluster

Action Identification Model

Fig. 3: Process of developing the Action Identification Model

A. Collecting Comment-loop Associations
We extract our comment-loop associations from the corpus
of 14,317 open source Java projects originating from GitHub
[7] . We use half of the repository (7,158 open source projects)
to develop our action identification model, so we can use the
remaining half for evaluation of the model.
To extract all available comment-loop associations from the
corpus, we traverse the abstract syntax tree of each project and
collect all loop-ifs with any associated comments. We identify
the internal comments associated with loop-ifs by following
the general convention that blank lines indicate separation of
blocks of code that logically fit together and the comment
immediately preceding the block is describing that code block
[10], [11]. The end of a block could also be the end of a
method or the end of a statement block where the comment
resides. Thus, we extract any loop-if that has a preceding
internal comment and ends with a blank line or end of method.
B. Extracting Verbs from Associated Comments
Previous researchers have developed classifications of comments based on the information conveyed by the comments [11]–[14]. Comments can be descriptive, explanatory,
evolutionary, and conditional. We are only interested in descriptive comments as they describe what the code following
the comment is doing, at a higher level of abstraction than the
code. We begin by filtering out all other kinds of comments
using heuristics similar to others. From our observations,
descriptive comments tend to be verb phrases, while nondescriptive comments are more likely to be sentences. However, a descriptive comment does not necessarily start with a
verb; it may start with “for”, “now”, “if”, “the”, “first”, etc.
In each case, we still need heuristics for identifying verbs in
the natural language text of the comment. For example, the
comments starting with the word “for” are often in the format:
“for each/all . . . , verb . . . ”. We extract the verb by selecting
the first word in the second clause. Similarly, we extract verbs
for other cases. After applying the heuristics, we also check if
the ‘extracted ‘verb” can be found in the verb dictionary [15].
We base the verb extraction process on the work of Howard
et al. [16].
From our repository that contains 7,158 open source Java
projects, we extracted 30,089 distinct qualified commentloop associations from which we could extract verbs. Each
comment-loop association is related to a single feature vector
based on the feature vector representing the loop in the
comment-loop association.
C. Computing Verb Distributions for Feature Vectors
At this point, each feature vector has an associated set of
comment-loop associations composed of the commented loopifs in the development set that are represented by that feature
vector. Each comment-loop association has a comment verb,
so each feature vector has an associated set of comment verbs.
While different verbs may be used to describe the action
of a loop feature vector, the verbs for a loop feature vector
are related to each other and can not be any arbitrary subset

(of verbs). Certain verbs frequently appear together for some
feature vectors. For example, the set of {"check", "find", "get",
"search", "look for"} and the set of {"set", "update", "make",
"add", "change", "reset", "replace"} contain verbs that have
strong correlation. Those groups of verbs have similar meaning
and are together naturally. On the other hand, some verbs are
less likely to appear together, because they have very different
or conflicting meanings. For example, "add" and "remove"
rarely appear together.
Our hypothesis is that the distributions of comment verbs
associated with feature vectors correspond to different high
level actions, and thus can be used to cluster loop feature
vectors that perform similar actions. We cluster the feature
vectors with similar actions because we want a generalized
model that can identify the action for any given feature vector.
The top 100 most frequent feature vectors cover more than
59% of loops in the data set. Thus, to give us good coverage,
we generalize by performing the clustering on the top 100
most frequent feature vectors. In addition, the number of loops
associated with a given feature vector starts dropping after the
top 100 feature vectors, such that clustering on the basis of
verb distributions would become less reliable. Most of the
feature vectors have 5-6 verbs that occur repeatedly in the
comment-loop associations for that feature vector. In addition,
the distribution of verbs associated with each feature vector
has a long tail. Thus, the verb distribution for a given feature
vector is based on the distribution of the top 10 verbs most
frequently associated with that feature vector.
Specifically, we extract all unique verbs that are associated
with the top 100 feature vectors. There are 230 unique verbs
in total, which becomes the dimension of the verb probability
distribution. For each feature vector, the verbs are transferred
to a normalized probability distribution of verbs associated
with that feature vector.
D. Clustering Feature Vectors Based on Verb Distribution
To help us group together the same actions, we use
hierarchical clustering analysis [17]. Hierarchical clustering
does not require us to specify the number of clusters. We
use the complete linkage method for hierarchical clustering.
This particular clustering method defines the cluster distance
between two clusters to be the maximum distance between
their individual components. At every stage of the clustering
process, the two nearest clusters are merged into a new cluster.
The process is usually repeated until the whole data set (100
loop vectors) is agglomerated into one cluster. However, since
the cluster quality drops as we create larger clusters, we chose
to stop the process when the distance between clusters to be
merged reached a threshold value of 0.5. This resulted in 10
clusters.
Given two feature vectors, let p and q be their corresponding
verb probability distributions, respectively. Each distribution
will be the assignment of each verb verbi , from 1 to the
total number m = 230 unique verbs. The Euclidean distance
between verb distributions p and q is:

d(p, q) =

pPm

i=1 (p(verbi )

− q(verbi ))2

Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jensen-Shannon divergence are two additional popular methods of measuring the
similarity between two probability distributions. For our data
set, we found that Euclidean distance performs very well for
our clustering purpose.
E. Creating Action Identification Model
The last step is to create the action identification model
based on the clusters. This step is manual because we want
to discover and verify what action each cluster performs. This
can not be automated.
Every cluster corresponds to a group of feature vectors that
have some common feature values and some values different
for a few features. In our development set, we manually
analyzed up to 33 vectors per cluster. For any single cluster, we
began by examining the common feature values and expressed
them as a loop-if template. If a difference in feature value
indicated a possible difference in action, we chose to divide
the cluster on the basis of that feature.
TABLE II: Action Information for 100 Most Frequent Loop
Feature Vectors in Development Set
Action
find
get
determine
add
remove
copy
count
max/min
ensure
set_all
set_one
compare

# of Feature Vectors
33
16
8
11
9
2
3
4
2
4
2
1

# of Loops
5312
2967
2192
940
818
714
512
500
395
330
223
157

For example, the major differences between members of a
particular cluster were the value for feature F5 (type of loop
exit statement), F7 (result variable used in if condition) and
F8 (type of if condition). Since the presence or absence of
loop exit is critical in the action computed by a loop (because
it determines whether or not all elements in the collection
will be processed), we chose to divide the cluster on the
basis of whether or not the loop-if has a loop exit statement.
Immediately, this resulted in two clusters that suggest the
following two loop-if templates. These templates correspond
to the "min/max" and "find" actions in Table IV, respectively.
for ( l o o p _ c o n t r o l _ v a r i a b l e for a c o l l e c t i o n ) {
i f ( numeric comparison ) {
/ / r e s u l t v a r i a b l e used in i f c o n d i t i o n
result_variable = loop_control_variable ;
/ / no l o o p e x i t s t a t e m e n t
} }
for ( l o o p _ c o n t r o l _ v a r i a b l e for a c o l l e c t i o n ) {
i f ( n u m e r i c / non−n u m e r i c c o m p a r i s o n ) {
result_variable = loop_control_variable ;
break / r e t u r n / r e t u r n r e s u l t _ v a r i a b l e ;
} }

TABLE III: Identified actions with their verb phrase descriptions
Label
count
determine
max/min
find
copy
ensure
compare
remove
get
add
set_one
set_all

Action Phrase
count the number of elements in a collection that satisfy some condition
determine if an element of a collection satisfies some condition
find the maximum/minimum element in a collection
find an element that satisfies some condition (other than max/min)
copy elements that satisfy some condition from one collection to another
ensure that all elements in the collection satisfy some condition
compare all pairs of corresponding elements from two collections
remove elements when some condition is satisfied
get all elements that satisfy some condition
add a property to an object
set properties of an object using objects in a collection that satisfy some condition
set a property for all objects in a collection that satisfy some condition

The manual analysis of the 10 feature vector clusters led to
splitting some clusters such that there are 12 distinct actions
identified from the original 10 clusters associated with top
100 most frequent feature vectors. To give an insight into
the amount of manual analysis, Table II shows the number
of top 100 most frequent feature vectors and the total number
of loops in the development set associated with each action.
The manual analysis was performed on feature vectors, not on
individual loops. For each cluster, we analyzed the template
and created a verb phrase description. Table III shows the 12
identified action stereotypes and their verb phrase descriptions.
Table IV constitutes a model where each row shows an
action and its corresponding combination of feature values.
Some actions appear in multiple rows because the different
feature value combinations could not be merged into one. For
example, if a loop has combination of value 0 for F1 and 2 or
3 for F5, or value 6 for F1 and 0 or 1 for F5, then the model
will label this loop with action determine.
IV. E XAMPLE OF AUTOMATIC ACTION I DENTIFICATION
To exemplify the automatic action identification process
shown in Figure 1, consider the following source code:
for ( Subunit s : subunits ) {
i f ( s i n s t a n c e o f Department ) {
Department subDepartment =( Department ) s ;
Department r e s u l t =subDepartment . findDepartment ( id ) ;
i f ( r e s u l t != n u l l ) {
return r e s u l t ;
} } }

With the action identification model and the given loop-if
source code, the automatic identifier first extracts the features
as described in Section II. The extracted feature vector is
(F1:1, F2:0, F3:0, F4:2, F5:2, F6:0, F7:0, F8:2). By mapping
the feature vector against the action identification model in
Table IV, the identified action is "find". Thus, we can identify
the action as "find an element that satisfies some condition".
V. E VALUATION
We implemented the automatic action identifier, and designed our evaluation to answer the two main questions:
• RQ1 - Effectiveness. How effective is the automatic action
identifier?
• RQ2 - Prevalence. How prevalent are the actions we are
able to identify in Java software?

TABLE IV: Action Identification Model
XXX

X Feature
Action XXXX
count
determine
determine
max/min
find
find
copy
ensure
compare
remove
get
add
set_one
set_all

F1 F2

F3 F4

2
0
6
1
1
0
5

1

0

1

5
5
5
5
5

5
1,3
2
4
4

1
0
0
0
1

1
2
1,2
1,2
1,2

1,2
1,2

F5
0
2,3
0,1
0
1,2,4
4
0
5
3
0
0
0

F6 F7 F8

0

1

1

1

0

A. Effectiveness of Automatic Action Identification
Procedure. We asked 15 human evaluators to judge the
output of our prototype in identifying and describing high level
actions targeted by our technique. To reduce potential bias, we
told the judges that the action descriptions were identified from
different systems, and that our goal was to know which system
is better.
The programming experience of this group ranges from 5 to
15 years, with a median of 9 years; 13 of the evaluators consider themselves to be expert or advanced programmers, and
4 evaluators have software industry experience ranging from
1 to 3 years. None of the authors of this paper participated in
the evaluation.
For evaluation, we randomly selected 5 loops for each of the
12 actions that we are able to identify. To account for variation
in human opinion, we gathered 3 separate judgments for each
loop. Hence, each human evaluator evaluated 12 loops. In total,
we obtained 180 independent judgments on 60 loops, by 15
developers working independently with 3 judges per loop.
In a web interface, we showed evaluators a code fragment
and asked them to read the code. Then, they were instructed
to click a button to answer questions. This process let the
evaluator read the code first and avoid their opinion being
affected by the provided options. We asked evaluators two

1

2
(1.1%)
2

5.0
4.5
4.0

Average Judgement

B. Prevalence of Identifiable Actions

8
(4.4%)
3.0

0

1
(0.6%)

is invoked on is not the object that gets updated. Instead, the
static method updates the object passed into the method. We
can improve our implementation to capture this case.

3.5

40

60

58
(32.2%)

20

# of Judgements

80

100

111
(61.7%)

3

4

●

5

Judgement

(a) Individual judgements

(b) Average judgements per loop

Fig. 4: Human judgements of identified actions (1:Strongly
disagree, 2:Disagree, 3:Neither agree or disagree, 4:Agree,
5:Strongly agree)
questions about the high level action of the code:
1) How much do you agree that the loop code implements
this action?
2) How confident are you in your assessment?
The evaluators were asked to respond to the first question via the widely used five-point Likert scale: 1:Strongly
disagree, 2:Disagree, 3:Neither agree or disagree, 4:Agree,
5:Strongly agree. Similarly, evaluators were asked to respond
to the second question with values 1:Not very confident,
2:Somewhat confident, or 3:Very confident.
Results and Discussion. Figure 4a shows the number of
individual developers’ responses for each point in the Likert
scale for the first question. The results strongly indicate that
the code fragments that we automatically identify as high level
actions are indeed viewed as high level actions by developers.
In 93.9% (169 out of 180) of responses, judges strongly agree
or agree that the identified actions represent the high level
actions of the loops, within which 61.9% correspond to strong
agreement. Furthermore, out of 180 responses, 176 judges are
confident or very confident about their opinions.
For each of the 60 loops given to evaluators, we also
computed the average opinions given by 3 evaluators for each
loop. Figure 4b shows the box plot of average opinions for
the 60 loops. The average opinions per loop range from 3 to
5, with their median being 4.33. Also 91.7% (55 of 60) of
the average opinions were 4.0 or above, where 4.0 indicates
agreement that the identified action represents the high level
action of the loop.
We analyzed the three loops with the average opinion below
3: Neither agree or disagree. One interesting case is that when
an if block contains many statements and there are multiple
actions expressed by the statement block, the last statement
itself is not sufficient to summarize the major action. Similarly,
when there are multiple then clauses in the if statement and
each of them does a different action, the ending statement we
select from the first clause is not sufficient to represent all
of them. In another case, when the last statement is an object
method invocation and the object is a class, the method is then
a static method. In such cases, the class that the static method

Procedure. To determine the potential impact of automatically identifying the high level actions of loop-ifs, we
ran the action identifier on all 7,159 open source projects
that we had saved as our test data set. Cumulatively, these
programs contain 9,358,179 methods, with a median of 150
and maximum of 206,175 methods per project. We gathered
data on the frequency of each high level action that was
automatically identified.
Results. In the test data set, there are 1.3 million loops, of
which 337,294 are loop-ifs. For those loop-ifs, we were able to
automatically identify 195,277 high level actions (i.e., 57.9%).
The frequency distribution of each identified high level action
is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Identified high level action distribution over 7,159 projects
For this large corpus of Java projects, we believe these
numbers are high enough to demonstrate that our action
identification technique has wide applicability.
C. Summary of Evaluation Results
Human judgments by 15 developers strongly suggest indeed
that they view our automatically identified descriptions as
accurately expressing the high level actions of loops. Our
study of the prevalence of detected high level actions in over
7000 Java open-source projects indicates that our algorithm for
automatically identifying loop-ifs that implement high level
actions has wide applicability.
D. Threats to Validity
Our results may not generalize to other Java programs.
To mitigate this, we used a repository that contains 14,317
projects from GitHub. We use half of the repository to develop
our technique and the other half for testing. Although our
extracted features are not specific to the Java programming
language, they may not generalize to other programming

languages. Our evaluation relies on human judges, which
could be subjective or biased; to mitigate this threat, each
action description was judged by three evaluators, and the
evaluators were told that the output they were judging was
from two different tools that we were comparing. The reported
prevalence numbers could be slightly overestimated because
we did not manually check all 195,277 high level actions
identified for accuracy; however, our accuracy results show
that it should be a good approximation.
VI. I MPROVING C LIENT T OOLS
Another measure of this work’s contribution is the potential
impact on client tools for software maintenance. Here, we
discuss refactoring, code search, internal comment generation,
and automatic code completion.
Our technique can help developers identify loops that can
be refactored to a method or migrated to using the new Java
8 Stream APIs. For example, the automatic action identifier
can identify loops as implementing the “find” action, which
the developer could then migrate to the Java 8 Stream API.
The automatic action identifier has the potential to increase
the effectiveness of code search tools by providing the action
phrase with the associated loop. To illustrate, in our data set
of 63,265 loops that we identified automatically as "find", the
word "find" appears in the loop bodies only 1442 times (2%
of the “find” loops).
Studies have shown the utility of comments for understanding software [18], [19]. However, few software projects
contain many internal comments [2]. In our data set, less than
20% of loop-ifs are commented. Considering that some of the
comments are poor or nondescriptive, the actual percentage is
even less. Developers can use the automatic action identifier to
generate internal comments by customizing the verb phrases
using identifiers from the specific loops.
Major IDEs [20], [21] currently allow programmers to
define code snippets and easily reuse them. Manually defining
the templates is tedious and time consuming. When a developer wants to perform a specific action that we have identified
as a high level action in our action identification model, we
can provide the code template.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
To our knowledge, this is the first general, extensible approach to automatically identifying action units and abstracting
them as high level action phrases, additionally demonstrating
the feasibility of defining a model of action unit stereotypes
without manually creating templates. The closest work is by
Sridhara et al. who automatically generates high-level actions
within methods [6], by using a small set of templates that
were developed by manually examining code. By using our
automated approach, we were able to handle loops from 7
more stereotype actions just by considering the loop-if’s. We
believe the same process can be extended even more.
Others extract topic words or verb phrases from source code
[22]–[24] to identify code fragments that are related to a given
action or topic, and sometimes cluster program elements that

share similar phrases [25]. These approaches rely solely on
the linguistic information to determine the topic of the code
segment, which we found is not adequate for many action units
where the action is not expressed as a word within the source
code explicitly.
Since we are able to generate internal comments for the
identified high level actions, our work is related to comment
generation. Most comment generation work is focused on
creating summaries for methods or classes [4], [26]. However,
Wong et al. mine question and answer sites for automatic
comment generation [27]. They extract code-description mappings from the question title and text, use heuristics to refine
the descriptions, and use code clone detection to find source
code snippets that are almost identical to the code-description
mapping. Their technique does not leverage an abstraction of
source code, which leads to generating only 102 comments
for 27 large projects. In contrast, we abstract the features that
are related with an action, and only focus on related features.
Many others have been mining code fragments across
projects [28]–[33]. Most of the work focuses on mining
statement sequence examples of using APIs to help with
learning APIs or code reuse, not identifying high level actions.
For those problems, there is no need for an action identification
model.
Our development of the action identification model through
clustering feature vectors characterizing loop stereotypes is
related to finding code clones, where clones are similar code
fragments typically caused by copy-paste operations [34],
[35]. Unlike code clones, code segments that implement the
same high level action in many places across projects have a
broader set of characteristics that are related among the code
segments than code clones, and are rarely verbatim copies
like with code clones. Consequently, we found that existing
code clone detection techniques based on text [36], token [37],
abstract syntax tree [38], and program dependence graph [39]
do not capture the kinds of characteristics in code segments
implementing the same action. Action units also differ from
code idioms which tend to be either library specific or general
idioms such as looping over an array or defining a string
constant, which are not action specific.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a novel technique that uses loop structure, data
flow and word usage to automatically identify action units.
Based on 15 experienced developers’ opinions in which 93.9%
of responses indicate that they strongly agree or agree that
the identified actions represent the high level actions of the
loops, we are quite encouraged that we have demonstrated the
feasibility of characterizing loops in terms of their features
learned from a large corpus of open source code enough to
accurately identify high level actions. The results also show
that the technique needs only a few comment-loop associations
to exist in a large corpus to support the approach.
Based on the success of this approach, we are examining
how to apply the overall approach to other kinds of potential

action units beyond loop-ifs. We will also explore the applicability of the approach to other programming languages and
incorporate the resulting action phrases into client tools.
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